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“

“

Once again, Lyfthaus has done me proud.
V.A Private Client

In case we haven't crossed paths before, let us introduce ourselves.
We’re Lyfthaus, a talented British born and raised platform lift company
near Cambridge who design and manufacture beautiful bespoke disabled
access platform lifts. We have an inspiring website and a team of friendly
experts to help you create the perfect platform lift for your project and
property style.
Everything we do is intended to help make your life a little easier and to
spark your creative thinking when considering stunning architectural
platform lift design. Contemporary or heritage, big statements or
discreet details. We are here to make your platform lift concept a vertical
transport reality. Beautiful spaces made beautifully accessible
by Lyfthaus.

Darren Papani
Founder

Lyfthaus premium open aspect platform lifts
can be found in Britain’s finest buildings,
architectural icons and A-list properties

MADE IN BRITAIN

Raised in Cambridge. Supplied nationwide

Lyfthaus have a well proven team of experienced and innovative design
engineers and creative thinkers who deal solely with the stylish and refined
tastes of architectural clients. Placing their clients’ needs at the heart of every
design, the Lyfthaus objective is to exceed clients’ expectations, delighting
them by providing an individual and unique service that delivers an
uncompromisingly high standard of design, fit and finish to every project.
Lyfthaus designs are never about us. Our clients are our focus. Our designers
are not only passionate, skilled and experienced, but are excellent listeners
and communicators. We take the time to thoroughly understand our clients
and what they want from each individual platform lift project. Only then do
we start to think about the design itself.
We are the lift industry’s foremost creative designers providing architects
with an unparalleled freedom of choice and the source of the very best architecturally inspired platform lift design solutions. The Lyfthaus team develop
trusted relationships that see clients returning time after time, year after
year.
We combine stimulating new trends and finishes with a client’s key
requirements to guarantee a design that is exclusive, reflecting their own
property style and requirements.

The Lyfthaus Technology Centre near Cambridge

Lyfthaus offers expert knowledge and advice, using tailor made designs, hand
-crafted studio based manufacturing methods and luxury finishes enabling
clients to realise the full potential of their new bespoke platform lift.

Working in close liaison with the architect and client
under very strict design guidelines this stunning CUBE
model was developed. A beautiful example of a lift that
remains honest to the original architecture within a
wonderful A-list property.

Exquisite hand crafted oak. Stunning
workmanship to complement beautiful
architecture. Why mask a platform lift when
it can be hidden in plain sight. A wonderful
example of creative thinking by our brilliant
team.

“

“

Love it! So, so stylish.
C.J. Architect

This CUBE model travels within a
frameless glass enclosure and is fitted
with a 70mm deep platform tray which
accommodates hand-cut, Italian marble.

Finished in a bronze metallic pearlescent powder
coat with bronze buttons this TBD2000 complements the bronze fin screens in this reception area
perfectly. An upper level balcony style gate
matches beautifully.

This pair of bespoke heritage lifts has been designed to complement the interior of this architectural
A-lister perfectly with the clever use of bronze metallic PPC finishes with real bronze capping. The
balustrade matches the design used elsewhere within the property and the stone flooring follows
seamlessly into the platform. This grade 1 listed building is now fully accessible yet doesn't distract or
draw attention from the splendour of the adjacent architecture. These lifts were designed in close
consultation with the project team.

Independent Compact Elevator

“

“

Designed in close liaison with a local architect this lift features
frameless glass with metallic bronze steelwork and matching timber
flooring. The outer gates have been clad with timber veneer's to
complement adjacent materials.

The Perfect Lift!

C.B. Property Developer

Independent Compact Elevator

Situated in one of London’s most
exclusive addresses this Autograph
TB2000 features a custom metallic
champagne finish to complement the
exterior of the property.

This gem of a bespoke platform lift uses forged
balustrades cast from a 16th century gate found
within the castle grounds. Castellations along
the top edge and spearheads along the bottom,
York stone sets and custom downlighters are
included in this truly unique tailor-made
example.

“

“

It’s Brilliant. I do love your work.
E.H. Interior Designer

Designed to complement the remodelled
interior of this central London office building.
We have used a textured mat black PPC and
frameless glass

Situated in the heart of London’s Square Mile this Heritage
platform lift has spearhead finials and railings replicated
from existing street side balustrades to ensure that the lift
is as discreet as possible. The platform is finished with
matching York stone and the rear barriers and upper gate
are in frameless glass. The platform has sheet steel scissor
protection and bi-parting gates

This bespoke design captures the character of this 266 year old
former Police Station, Jail and Court House beautifully. Now a
stunning five star hotel in London’s Covent Garden, this lift can
be found in the entrance lobby and is intended to provide a
glamorous reminder of the buildings infamous residents which
include the Kray Twins, Dr Crippen and General Pinochet.
The lift reflects this heritage perfectly with chemically
blackened steel with a bronze lacquer, leaded glass and granite
slabs to the platform. The lift is used for disabled access and
luggage transportation

A very challenging installation within a very restricted site. This
three stop, three entrance point lightwell lift features gates and
balustrades that complement the original Victorian wrought ironworks perfectly. The lift is exceptionally discreet, and dissolves
into it’s backdrop beautifully. This was an essential part of the
planning consent due to the historic importance of this location
which is often used for period television and film including
Downton Abbey and the latest Wonder Woman movie.

“

“

At last, a supplier that understands
beautiful design. No more intimidating
beige plastic boxes!
A. N. Architect

The juxtaposition between old and new
works wonderfully in this fully restored
priory. This low profile lift has adjacent
entry/exit.

This Lyfthaus Autograph model takes pride of
place within the Media Café of London's newest
super stadium which is home to Tottenham
Hotspur's FC. The lift has tiled flooring to match
adjacent surfaces and a chain mail protective
skirt to mask the scissor mechanism.

Heritage style barriers make this lift blend
seamlessly with its historic environment

Clinic, Central London

This lightwell basement lift transports
patients from street level up to entrance
level and also down to basement
level - one below zero. We have adapted
the original street level balustrade to
form an unobtrusive interlocked gate.

“

“

This project was a career highlight.
J.S. Architectural Specialist

All Lyfthaus Collection platform lifts are
designed for constant operation. No
matter how busy the traffic flow your
lift can handle it! This lift is installed in
a large office complex with many
disabled employees and visitors.

Your beautiful platform lift
designed to suit your exact
requirements.
Please get in touch with details of
your tailor made platform lift
project.

Let’s Get
Creative!

Like all pioneers, the Lyfthaus founders’ approach to platform
lift design had to be unique. To be different. They wanted Lyfthaus to
stand out by standing for something different and for many years the
company has done just that. Year after year, new platform lifts and
refreshed designs have been introduced, each as impressive as the
last, keeping pace with continually evolving architectural trends. As
time has progressed a company style has emerged and now The
Collection created by Lyfthaus of Cambridge is internationally
recognised as the open aspect platform lift industry’s leader in stylish
contemporary design, technical innovation and bespoke adaptability.

Lyfthaus Limited
Steeple Bumpstead, Cambridge, CB9 7BN

T. 01440 731111
lifts@lyfthaus.com
www.lyfthaus.com

Lyfthaus have a well proven team of
experienced and innovative design
engineers and creative thinkers who deal
solely with the stylish and refined tastes
of architectural clients.

THE LYFTHAUS COLLECTION
We rise by lifting others

